J.D. VANCE

OBJECTIVE

Trump’s hand-selected pick for Vice President whose goal is to push a MAGA agenda that appeals to the fringe of their base, rolls back LGBTQ+ and reproductive rights secured over many decades, and undermines our democracy.

EXPERIENCE

PROPOSENT OF RETROGRADE ANTI-LGBTQ+ BELIEFS | 2021–Present
Said he would have voted against marriage equality, believes businesses should be allowed to deny services to LGBTQ+ people; introduced bill to jail doctors who provide medically necessary best-practice health care for trans youth

VEHEMENT OPPOONENT OF REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM | 2021–Present
Called Roe v Wade an “abomination,” supports a national abortion ban, voted against bill to protect IVF, said exceptions in abortion bills for rape and incest were “inconvenient”

FREEWHEELING SPREADER OF FALSE, DIVISIVE, INFLAMMATORY RHETORIC | 2021–Present
Suggested the United States treats Russian President Vladimir Putin as an enemy only because of his opposition to transgender rights, supported extremist policies of far-right authoritarian Hungarian Prime Minister Victor Orban

SKILLS

- Ignoring medical evidence and recommendation of doctors
- Being out of step with Ohio voters: Opposed referendum to protect abortion access that won by 13 points
- Bullying trans youth
- Hypocrisy: Was a “Never Trumper” in 2016 and called Trump “America’s Hiter” before becoming MAGA acolyte

REFERENCES

- Heritage Foundation, authors of Project 2025
- SBA List: an anti-abortion group fighting for a national abortion ban
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